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Waring Double Waffle Cone Maker WWCM200K CK361
1.4kW. 120 Cones per hour   View Product 

 Code : CK361

  
 41% OFF   Sale 

£637.47

£374.99 / exc vat
£449.99 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - Next Working Day Delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

Add value to ice cream by using premium ice cream
cones with the Waring double ice cream cone maker.

Perfectly suitable for use in ice cream parlours, mobile
catering outlets and convenience shops, the Waring ice
cream cone maker can easily produce up to 120
deliciously crisp cones every hour.

Size
Unit Height Width Depth

Mm 254 280 432

Cm 25.4 28 43.2

Inches
(approx)

9 11 17

 Output120/hr

 Vertical design maximizes output while using less

space and less energy

 Heavy-duty die-cast housing

 Rotary feature for a secure and even bake

 Triple-coated non-stick surface allows for easy

removal of ice cream cones and minimizes cleanup

 Easy-to-clean electronic keypad

 Bake time control knob for achieving the perfect

consistency for any recipe

 Ready lights and audio beeps signal when each grid

is ready to start baking

 Audio and visual signals when baking cycle is

complete

Power Type : 642

Power Supply : 613
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